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Abstract: 

Nowadays the users of social network are increasing drastically worldwide. This platform become very useful for sharing 

information, discussing on various issues, Even majority of their active time  they are spending on social medias like 

tweeter, face Book etc. Due to this physical human relations are damaging, and users are addicted to internet and frequent 

checking of tweeter, Facebook etc, Net compulsion. Recent surveys telling that there is a relation between mental health 

and social network behaviour. Still it is unclear how this mental illness and social networks are related. In this paper we 

are going propose a model to  to find out mental disorders using social network data analysis, in this work we have 

collected  the data from twitter and manually labelled that data into two classes one is depressive and other is normal then 

then data pre-processing was performed then it is  divided into training and testing sets, training data is used to build the 

model by making navie bayes classifier to learn from the data. Once model is build it was tested with the testing set and 

obtained results with high Accuracy around 92.3. So usually doctor need to find metal disorders they will fire some 

questions to the patient based on that doctor detects mental illness but  in  this model we can able to detect mental 

disorders without consulting patient based on their social network behaviour analysis.    

1. Introduction 

Social network is nothing but an internet based software application which allows family members, friends, colleagues, 

clients connect to one other to share information like photos, videos, messages, Documents, Location etc altogether it 

changes entirely the way we are communicating. In recent years the popularity of social media increases drastically    

throughout the world. Even it is reaching to common man , uneducated persons also can able to use these social media 

comfortably. Here information exchange is very fast with in no time any information can reach throughout the world. 

Various kinds of social media available in current market are shown in Fig.1. 

 

 

 

 
Fig.1 Different Social media in Current Market 
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 This platform is having various advantages like it allows people around the world to connect to one another in real time 

and can able to share information which intern helps to build individual social capital. Social networks are very much 

useful for brand expansion. Here they can meet massive customers and they can promote their products either by directly 

selling over site are sending links of their site where products are available. Social networks providing fun to their users. 

On an average daily every user spending 1.30 hours here users are enjoying by receiving comments, likes hearts from 

their friends. Students also using social media to discuss about their subject, Assignments there by increasing their marks 

percentage due to peer learning. 

Some people are shy to talk directly with friends and family members but social media allowing them to meet many 

people online and shy can be reduced to maximum extent. 

Social networks are  helping senior citizens to meet their old friends, recent studies telling that social network groups are 

forming very fast among users whose age is greater than 65.  

Politicians also using social networks very effectively for their election campaigns, opinion  polling on some social 

issues, solving grievances in real time using social network.   

Along with these many advantages social network also having many disadvantages like due to information overhead 

social network distracting many people even they are wasting 70 hrs of their valuable time per month by looking into the 

information available. Sleep cycles of many users also damaging because of this social media addiction. This happening 

because human brain having tendency to think about others and creates lot of disturbances in users mind, even the blue 

rays observed by eyes during the usage can damage sleep cycle. 

University of Pittsburgh revels in their  survey that social network disorder causing depression and  like symptoms such 

as isolating from the social life due to spending too much time, Every minute checking mobile for notifications from 

various sources like Facebook, tweeter etc, felling   worst when there is no internet access, notifying the new location 

that you have visited for others to know, believing life on social media than reality, creating tweeter account for pets, 

every food taken posting in tweeter, felling upset when no responded on your post posted in Facebook, social annoy , 

waking up in the midnight and checking phone for Facebook updates, tweeter updates etc. 

2. Literature Survey 

choudhury  et al [1] in this paper he proposed a model which helps to find out depression  in a person by performing 

analysis on web based social networking posts, behaviour, login log off frequency, comments on other posts, various 

issues rising by persons and checking for various kinds of anti-depression medicines  based on these data analysis his 

model can able to identify weather person having depression or not. To achieve this they have used support vector 

machine classifier and PCA for feature selection. 

Choudhury et al.[2] contributed good effort to identify  postpartum depression from  newly born mothers. In this work 

they are collected data from twitter specifically 

 from newly born mothers. To identify newly born mothers they have adopted patterns  

  

Once tweets are identified they are labelled as various classes saviour , mild ,Low then data trained to SVM,K-NN 

classifiers and build the model and results are evaluated. 

O’ Dea et al.[3] in this paper author build a model to detect suicidal tendency of depressive users by analysing their 

tweets. In this they have taken 2.5k tweets and used  decision tree classifier to build the model. Once model was build it 

was tested with testing set and evaluated its performance around various parameters like precision, recall, F-Score etc 

with this model patients can alert in advance to take proactive decisions to come out from life risk events.  

 

Aldarwish et al.[4] was a good researcher who performed analysis on Social network sites for understanding depression 

levels by using user generated content at different social networks once data is collected from different sources that data 

is trained to SVM classifier once model is build it is used to perform multi class classification based on the results from 

content analysis. 
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Reference 

 

Data Source Algorithm used Quality Metrics Performance 

[5] 

 

Twitter PCA,SVM Accuracy 72% 

[6] Facebook Logistic 

Regression 

Pseudo-R2 .36 

 

[7] 

Twitter SVM Accuracy .69 

[8] Twitter Log Linear 

Classification 

Precision  .76 

[9] 

 

Twitter Nueral Networks  AUC .77 

[10] Twitter(Self 

Declared) 

Naïve Bayes AUC .70 

 

Nguyen et al.[11] proposed a model to differentiate depressive users and normal users of the twitter by using statistical 

procedures ,temperament and understand their behaviour by analysing their social behaviour through various linguistic 

approaches using LIWS features . In this paper they are also used 132 labelled mood tags .   

Park et al. [12][13]in this paper these people interviewed two group of people depressed and non-depressed then they 

also performed content analysis on the tweets of interviewed   users and their friends. To analyse them they used LIWC 

where emotion of each word and sentiment is identified based on that count estimated depression levels. 

Bachrach et al.[14] proposed a model by analysing face book data by considering users and their friends profile, 

relationship between friends, posts they have posted responses they have given to the posts posted by  other users, 

number of times they have attended to the gatherings, number of times their photos are tagged based on this data they 

have identified weather user is suffering with depression or not for that they have used SVM machine learning model to 

perform classification between normal user and depressive user. 

d in face book  into three classes 

like positive, negative, neutral  they can able to detect emotional changes using this analysis. To implement this they 

have used a hybrid approach such as combination of linguistic and machine learning and got an accuracy 83.25. 

3. Proposed model:  

In this paper we have proposed a model which can able to use data collected from twitter through its API and those 

tweets are manually labelled as Depression and normal tweets. Credentials used to collect data through twitter API are as 

follows 

Consumer Key (API Key) -  1kfxTGceYiH1CLHcO4wzTkEBz 

Consumer Secret (API Secret)- CZ0NFyrEORTgVsYleV3loBC51LAatDO0IEt6JNdT9FxEiMpaOe 

Access Token: 724523442758885380-GMYKT7DUEVqOGWfFym9SI1KyDjJg1gO 

Access Token Secret: DSUn4Mjr80IWeQpnHmkYElgoDiiTeERzYNnHLGrTVPdbu 

 The format of the data appears as follows shown in Table.2. 
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Table.2.The format of the source data  

Target Ids Date 

 

Flag User text 

This field 

consists of 

polarity 

includes{positive, 

Negative, 

neutral} 

The identity 

number of the 

tweet 

The date when 

that tweet was 

posted 

It contains 

query, if no 

query then it 

returns 

NO_Query 

It contains the 

user details who 

posted that 

tweet 

It contains the 

text message 

posted  

 

A snap shot of twitter data set will be as follows in fig 2. 

 

Fig2. A snap shot of tweeter data set  

Once data is collected it is undergoing various phases as shown in Fig3.first manually each and every tweet is labelled as 

depressive and normal then they are sent for data cleaning in that process special symbols, numbers expect a..z,A…Z 
remaining all the data removed from the source. 

Then second step tokenization means dividing the data into various meaning full words but all meaning full words are 

not useful for decision making only nouns and verbs are useful in most of the cases so in third step stop words are 

removed such as {is, and, the etc..} by using predefined stop word corpus available in python natural language tool kit 

NLTK. Then stemming is used to bring every word to its root like {actions -> Action, Enjoying-> Enjoy} finally text is 

converted into bag of words matrix. This data then given to Naïve bayes classifier around 800 tweets split into training 

and testing model was build by learning from training set and it was tested using testing and giving 92.3% accuracy. 

 

Fig .3. Proposed Architecture Tweet Classification Algorithm: 
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1) List of tweets collected from Twitter API=[T1,T2,…Tn] 
2)  Remove Special Symbol 

Tweet= re.Sub[a-z,A-Z] 

3) Tokenization 

4) Stem the tweets brining every word to its parent word 

5) Remove Stop words by Comparing with NLTK stop words 

6) Convert Bag of Words 

Build Naïve bayes Classifier 

7) 𝑝(𝐴𝐵) = 𝑃(𝐵𝐴)𝑝(𝐴)𝑃(𝐵)  

Where P(A)- P(A/B) is the posterior probability ,P(A) is the prior probability(B|A)  likelihood probability, P(B)  prior 

probability of predictor. 

8) Predict Using Testing set on model 

4. Results &Discussion: 

Once model was build it was tested with testing set and produced results with very good Accuracy around 92.3% when 

compared with existing machine learning techniques this model producing good results. Due to adoption of advanced 

pre-processing and transformation we can able to produce good results with naïve bayes and those comparative analysis 

with existing algorithms are shown below table.4  

                                                  Accuracy =  𝑇𝑁+𝑇𝑃𝑇𝑁+𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁 

             TP: True positive, TN: True Negative, FP: False Positive, FN: False Negative 

    S.No        Model     Accuracy 

1 Proposed Naïve Bayes 92.3 

2 Random Forest 48.52 

3 SVM 50 

4 KNN 81.46 

 

For better visualization the above results are shown in graph   

 

Fig .4 Comparative analysis among various machine learning algorithms 
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5. Conclusion:  

 

In this paper we have conducted Deeper literature survey and implemented a optimized naïve bayes model for analysing 

tweets to detect weather a specific user is suffering with depression or not  we have used tweeter API to collect tweets 

and are manually labelled as two classes depression and normal using python we have implemented the model and able 

to achieve good accuracy around 92.3% with testing set and effectively able to detect mental disorders through social 

media.  
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